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�‘Researching the Material�’: a Sensorial Approach to Shoe Design

This paper stems from recent doctoral research that has explored the creative and commercial

practice of a select number of British shoe designers. In this paper I will discuss how through

the application of an ethnographic methodology I witnessed shoe design to be an emotional,

embodied and sensorial experience for its practitioners. The paper will argue that it is sense

experience that seizes and acts upon the body of the individual designer stimulating creative

thought. I have approached this study as a traditional social scientist having completed an

MRes in Anthropology at University College London, and assumed therefore that an

ethnographic method of interviews and participant observation would be sufficient to fully

comprehend the creative and commercial processes of shoe design. However, I soon realized

that ethnography alone was insufficient and that I would need to enter a new, unfamiliar sphere

of learning how to design and make shoes. I will argue that to understand design as sensory and

embodied one must blur the boundaries between practitioner and observer by experiencing it

both emotionally and physically. Through my research I had wanted to understand the sensory

and embodied and shoe design and making have proved interesting ways for thinking about

this.

The research responds to contemporary culture�’s proclamation of the shoe designer as �‘creative

genius�’, where the presentation of what this creativity entails remains notably absent.

Symptomatic of design discourse is that creativity is often equated to an individual�’s concept,

with the created object being the product of an idea that stems from the inspired imagination of

the individual designer. In this context though creativity appears as an immaterial process that

poses the question how do ideas become shoes.

Research revealed creativity in shoe design to be a network involving many different persons,

processes and materials; it is both relational and transformative. Thus to have just focused on

design alone would have been insufficient for understanding the materiality of shoes. The study

has also included research into the making and commercial processes involved in the shoe�’s
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creative biography. I have chosen to focus on shoe design particularly as it is a field where social

science approaches and ethnographic studies of design, production and commerciality are

lacking. Shoes are interesting objects to study due to their very complex material nature and

the particular relationship that they hold to the wearer�’s body. A high heel �‘not only transforms

the silhouette of a foot and extends the line of the leg, it functions as a type of prosthetic to

hobble the wearer to some degree�’ (Vartanian 2011: 12).

I have focused my research on the designer end of the British footwear industry, primarily

because it is defined by private limited companies with a single designer. This therefore

provided greater access to the individuals, their creative processes and networks, and, of course

their shoes. I have chosen to concentrate my study on women�’s shoes as they are more open

to experimentation in the use of unique, interesting materials and forms (Riello and McNeil

2006).

I selected ethnography as my research methodology as it enabled the access and depth of

engagement into each designer�’s creative and commercial worlds. Over a 15 month period I

was able to observe the shoe transform from idea to drawing to prototype, to final shoe and in

cases to an editorial feature or press cutting. Ethnography brought insight into the individual

designer�’s experiences of design and their feelings about each created shoe from the past to the

present and future. The network of designers spread through a process of snowball sampling,

and, in total 23 designers have been profiled. As design is a relational process that relies on

making and commercialization for its realization further research of the rest of the network,

including makers, commercial agents, PRs, material suppliers, accountants, buyers and magazine

editors, has been implemented. In total the study has relied on 45 informants. I used both

interviews and participant observation to collect my data in a variety of fieldwork sites from the

design studio, workshop, home, factory, trade fair, PR agency and shop.

I came to my doctorate from a professional commercial career in the designer shoe industry, so

although I had practical knowledge of the sales and marketing areas I would research, I had

limited experience of designing and making shoes. I began my research with the preconceived

notions that shoe designs did indeed emanate from the creative imagination of the individual

practitioner. This notion being symptomatic of the world that we live in as well as something
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that I had always found very prominent from a commercial, sales and marketing perspective.

This imagination would then �‘fuel�’ (Appadurai 1996: 7) the sketched forms of the intended

collection. Once drawn up the designer would then go out to source the materials or leathers

that would complement these forms, and from here the productive process would begin. What

transpired though from the interviews and participatory observations that I undertook was

quite different. For most of the informants that I worked with material or leather selection was

frequently the first stage of their creative process. These materials and leathers were what

would form the aesthetic exterior of the shoe. The particular textures of these materials would

engage the designer through sight and touch and from here he or she would be able to visualize

how the material would transform into a particular shape. The physical engagement then

between designer and material fuelled the creative imagination which then led to the sketching

of the collection and the initiation of the subsequent productive and commercial processes.

One of the case studies, footwear designer Terry de Havilland talked at length about the

significance of the texture and colours of materials and leathers for the outcomes of his

collections. �“Materials�” he stated, were �“hugely inspirational�”, particularly snakeskin which he

loved using and has consequently become his signature material (figure 1).

Figure 1: Terry De Havilland Snakeskin Shoes circa 1970, author�’s own shoes
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Terry was drawn visually to the gloss, sheen and colour of this metallic snakeskin material, and

from here he would connect with its tactile nature and could visualize through touch how it

would transform into the structure of a shoe. As I spent time in his workshop I observed him

select materials from his store and wrap them around different lasts. The last being the shoe

shaped form made of either wood or plastic upon which the shoe is shaped during making. By

pulling and manipulating the material around the last with his hands he could feel how its

properties responded and would thus transform into the structure of the shoe. Sennett�’s

concept of the �‘intelligent hand�’ is significant here as it presents touch as the proactive sense

that transmits knowledge of a material�’s structural potential (Sennett 2008). The designer�’s

experience presents creativity as an embodied process where the body is the site of knowing

that initiates the mind into creative thought.

Terry de Havilland�’s sensorial response was not unique and came up time and time again with

the other designers that I worked with. Sight and touch were interplaying between designer

and material to create shoes. On occasion though a material would just be selected because the

designer had to have it, although at the time they could not see what type of form it would

create. They knew though that eventually that would come through a process of

experimentation on different last shapes. Terry de Havilland had a shelving unit (figure 2) in the

corner of his workshop filled with different types of leathers, snake and python skins in a

kaleidoscope of colours, several of which he had been drawn to but had not as yet felt ready to

work with, some of these skins dated back over 25 years. These were the source of his

inspirations and thus the starting point of creativity.
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Figure 2: Terry de Havilland�’s material collection

During research I did come across one designer, Aki Choklat, who initially appeared to work in a

different way. He told me that he always did his drawings first and that material or leather

selection followed thereafter. However, it soon became apparent that the drawings often

stemmed from materials he had used in the past, and sometimes when he had visited the

tanneries and leather suppliers in Spain he would change his drawings to complement what he

had found. Ethnographic findings showed that these materials hold agency (Gell 1998) over the

practitioners of shoe design.

On occasion I observed examples of the chosen materials failing to create the desired form.

Sometimes the selected leathers or materials were too fragile and as I was to learn later the

process of making can significantly change the surface structure of the material. This is

particularly evident in leather where the process of lasting stretches and pulls the material tight,

which accentuates any pores or defects in the skin as well as altering the sheen. Leather and

other materials are themselves sensory objects that respond to the manipulative and

transformative processes that are applied to them by human hand and machine.
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As my ethnography progressed I realized that the sensorial dialogue between practitioner,

material and form was not exclusive to design, but also existed in the productive and

commercial processes. Through the research I was able to observe the transformation of

drawings and materials into shoes. On occasion I was able to watch them being made either by

hand in a workshop or in the factory, where although manufacture was technology driven, all

machines and processes were initiated by bodily gestures, controlled by a hand or foot action.

Through making the materials were continually being transformed by the consequence of

human action, indicating that craft is a still very evident skill in the modern shoe making

industry.

On the commercial side I spent some time accompanying footwear buyers round a trade fair in

London, noting how they made selections and what drew them to pick particular styles or

brands over others. Given the recessionary times, I assumed that a key deciding factor would be

price. However, although it was a consideration, it was the visual and tactile aesthetics that

significantly engaged the buyers. They picked shoes off the shelves feeling the leather in their

hands and smelling them to ascertain their quality and that they were made from authentic

leather. As I walked around the fair I became more aware of the diversities of smells from the

different shoes. The expensive ones, typically made in Italy, smelt of leather and the less

expensive, often Chinese made, seemed to have a signature aroma of plastic and glue. As I

turned a corner, I was struck by a very distinctive scent of fruit, perhaps even bubblegum, which

came from the stand of a brand of plastic shoes called �‘Melissa�’. I learnt from the buyers that

although this Brazilian made brand makes only plastic shoes they do not want them to smell of

this material. Instead they impregnate the material with a fruity smell that apparently will

evoke memories of Barbie dolls, bubblegum and the scented erasers of childhood. Until this

time I had not really considered smell to be a significant sense in the context of shoe design and

commerciality, but as my study continued and I carried out fieldwork in the buyers�’ shops I

noted how often customers would come in and remark on the different aromas. Virginia Postel

has written that �‘sensory appeals are becoming even more prominent in our culture�’ (Postel

2003: xi) and as my research indicates an integral part of creativity and commerciality in shoe

design.
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Through ethnography I had observed that design and making represented a �‘paradigm of

embodiment�’ (Howes 2005: 7) engaging the body and mind of its practitioners. I could interpret

design and making to be �‘felt�’ actions, however, I could not fully comprehend as an observer

how sensorial modalities were engaged and how design was initiated as material

transformation. I felt myself distanced from the materiality of the processes I was studying so I

decided to bring a phenomenological approach to the research and learn how to design and

make shoes. My intention was to engage in these embodied, material practices and feel �‘the

paradigm of emplacement�’ (Pink 2009: 25), the interrelationships between mind, body,

materiality and sensuality.

I began my practical approach by attending a learning to design footwear course at the London

College of Fashion. Initially this proved a great challenge as I was not an accomplished drawer

and felt apprehensive as to how to master this skill, as well as produce a small collection of 6

drawn shoes to portfolio standard. I soon realized that it is impossible to learn how to draw

from watching others more skilled. I learnt that drawing was a bodily action that required

continual practice in order to master the correct lines of a shoe�’s silhouette. I experimented

with many different mediums, the pencil, charcoal, water colour paints and the wax crayon. I

found the materiality of these implements was significant to the development of my technique.

I seemed to make more progress using paints, crayons and charcoal (figures 3 and 4) as they

allowed my hand to move freely, whereas I found the pencil scratchy and constrictive.
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Figure 3: Author�’s own sketch book images

Figure 4: Author�’s own sketch book images

Having improved my drawing standards I then needed to find creative inspiration for the

collection that I would produce. The question �‘what has inspired one creatively�’ was something I
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had initially asked all the designers and it was always very hard for them to answer. Creative

inspiration was not a �‘light bulb�’ moment it was more of an evolving process where through a

sensory experience and contact with a particular leather or fabric something would trigger and

lead to a design. My own experience of creative inspiration came much the same way. At a loss

as to what to do I visited a fabric shop in Soho and was drawn to a collection of metallic foil

materials. They reminded me of a cabaret show that I had attended in Blackpool called �‘La

Clique�’. Two of the acts a female sword swallower and a roller skating hula hoopa had bright

metallic costumes with contrasting bands of colours and ruffles that these fabrics were

reminiscent of. It was then that I decided that my collection would be based around the theme

of the circus. Through an embodied engagement with these fabrics I had found my own

creative inspiration (figures 5 and 6). Undertaking a design course allowed me to experience a

sensory approach directed by visual and tactile modalities, as well as the powerful agency that

materials held over the creative imagination.

Figure 5: Author�’s designs
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Figure 6: Author�’s designs

As one of my finished designs was loosely based around the form of a court shoe I decided next

to undertake the �‘learning to make a court shoe course�’, again at the London College of Fashion.

My intention was not just to learn the complexities of the skills involved in shoemaking but also

to be able to experience the material transformation of my design. In the first week of this

course I learnt that it would be almost impossible to make the shoe the way that I had designed

it as the fabric was too fragile and stretchy. My design was restricted by the material�’s

structural properties and also by the availability of last and heel shapes at the college. From my

ethnography with the designers I had become intrigued by the material nature of leather so I

decided that I would use this material for my shoes. I chose a gold calf skin for the upper

material and purple pig skin suede for the lining materials (figure 7).
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Figure 7: Gold calf skin and purple pigskin

The making process was divided into particular actions, the first stage being known as �‘clicking�’,

the cutting of the pattern from the leather. This was then followed by �‘closing�’, the stitching

together of the upper. The final stage is the actual making where the shoe is lasted and put

together. The leather upper was cut by hand around a cardboard pattern; it required skill of

hand movement, applying pressure whilst moving the knife slowly around the lines of the

pattern. Posture is important in most of the shoemaking actions that must be done standing

and paying particular attention to the level of pressure being applied to the material through

action.

The stitching was done by sitting at a machine, but what struck me was the importance of

control initiated not just by the hand guiding the leather round, but also the foot on the pedal

that controlled the sewing action. I watched my teacher many times show us the correct

technique and could see how important it was to do a couple of stitches at a time. Yet when I

came to try it myself nothing prepared me for the speed at which the machine suddenly went,

and the difficulty of keeping the needle running round a curved seam. I wasted many leather

swatches just through practicing trying to master the technique and control the machine�’s pace.
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I realized it was about bodily control and feeling the right amount of pressure between my foot

and the pedal. Hearing was also important as you could gauge the speed that the motors were

running. I found that by using my finger as a guide by the edge of the needle I was able to ease

the leather around through the sewing motion, keeping a relatively straight line.

The lasting and making processes require great skill and in addition are labour intensive.

Although much was done by hand there were many machine based operations, such as

industrial sanders and heating machines for manipulating the leather and the thermoplastics

that form the heel stiffeners and toe puffs . Operating these machines again required bodily

gestures and correct levels of pressure being applied through hand and foot control. Making

comprises an intense interaction between material, form and machine, overseen and controlled

by human interaction. When using the machines one has to pay attention to how the material

responds to the treatment, as mistakes with processes like sanding can not be rectified. Like

the stitching, making was not something that could be understood and perfected by observing

the teacher�’s demonstrations, one had to engage directly and �‘feel�’ the actions.

The most significant consequence of lasting and applying heat to the shoes through making is

that it changes the nature of the leather. Leather arrives from the tannery as a flat piece of

material and its nature is to remember and retain that structure unless it becomes

reconditioned. During the lasting process the leather is pulled tightly across the toe of the

shoe. This is done by hand and requires pulling the leather under the last at particular points

and hammering in a tack to hold in place (figure 8, 9 and 10). Through this action the shoe acts

as a sensory object responding to the tools and actions and human agency applied to it. Lasting

is a �‘felt�’ process where the hand continually feels the tenseness of the leather being pulled; you

can not see if it is being done correctly you can only feel it.
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Figure 8: Stages of the lasting process

Figure 9: Stages of the lasting process
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Figure 10: Stages of the lasting process

When I decided to undertake both these practical courses my intention was not to undertake a

sensory ethnography (Pink 2009) but instead to engage myself as a practitioner of these sense

driven processes. As an outsider it is possible to observe the significance of sensorial modalities

in shoe design and making, but in order to argue them as a significant transformative force, they

must be experienced by the researcher. By engaging in the sensorial processes of design and

making I was able to learn how material can be manipulated through action into a shoe.

Through my practical experiences I have understood shoe making as a multi sensorial process

(Ingold 2000) that acts upon the body through the smell of the glues and leather, the heat, the

noise of the machines and the feel of the processes as the body engages with material, form,

machine and tool. In conclusion this phenomenological approach to the ethnography not only

presents shoe design as sensorial but has shown a different perspective to creativity as an

embodied, material process. Although my research has focused on creativity in shoe design, I

believe the findings may contribute an understanding of how the senses are engaged in other

forms of design.
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